dual fader
signal flowchart
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panning:
connect one signal to a1 in (or b1 in)
and leave a2 in (or b2 in) unconnected
take left output from ax/l out and
right signal from ar out (or bx/l and br)
when using fader b close ax>b knob and
open b1 in level knob
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crossfading:
connect one signal to a1 in (or b1 in)
connect other signal to a2 in (or b2 in)
when using fader b close ax>b knob and
open b1 in level knob
take output from ax/l out (or bx/l out)

ringmodulation:
connect one signal to a1 and set
fader a to the left
connect another signal to mod b cv
take output from bx/bl out
set switch to ax rm position
close fader b mod knob
open ax>b level knob
set fader b knob to middle position
and tune to silence
open fader b mod knob to two o’clock
optionally use thrid signal on a2 in and
fader a knob for more complex mix
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to mix three input signals together:
connect signals to in a1, in a2 and in b2
take output from bx/bl out
set switch to ax>b middle position
open ax>b level knob and close
b1 in level knob.
fader a mixes between signals a1 and a2
and fader b between a1/a2 and b2
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‘ducking’ twinpeak filter in a and in b:
connect signal one to a1 in and signal two
to b1 in on dual fader module
connect ax/l out to twinpeak in a
connect ar out to twinpeak in b
mix with fader a knob
gain knobs are normally closed but when
using an external ‘line level’ signal on a
fader secondary input the gain for that
input can be increased up to +20 dB

